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1: Norman Hunter (Author of The Incredible Adventures of Professor Branestawm)
Professor Branestawm is in top inventive form once more - and it's hardly his fault if his helpful doglike handbag takes to
shoplifting, or his self-elevating flowerbeds biff people on the nose when they bend to sniff the flowers!

Professor Branestawm Save The Incredible Adventures of Professor Branestawm, the first book in the series,
shown here in its Puffin paperback edition with cover drawing by W. The name "Branestawm" is a pun , as a
pseudo-homophone of the word " brainstorm ". Characters Professor Branestawm is always at work in his
"Inventory" creating bizarre inventions, all of which either malfunction or work in unanticipated ways, and
which lead him into incredible adventures, often accompanied by his friend Colonel Dedshott of the Catapult
Cavaliers soldiers who use catapults as their only weapon , and his housekeeper Mrs Flittersnoop. In "The
Professor Borrows a Book", he manages to lose fourteen different copies of the same book from fourteen
different public libraries , and has to cycle frantically between fourteen different Pagwells to renew his books
to avoid being fined. The Colonel thought the waxwork to be a frozen professor, so he and Mrs Flittersnoop
heated it, melting the waxwork. Meanwhile, the Professor was covered along with all the waxworks when he
was lost in thoughts. He suddenly stopped thinking and when trying to get out of the fair, was thought to be a
living waxwork. The Professor is described in the first book as having, like all great men, simple tastes: His
head was simply bald and it simply shone like anything when the sun caught it. Other pairs of spectacles are
often mentioned. In "The Wild Waste Paper", she throws what seems to be a bottle of cough medicine into the
waste bin. Since the bottle was uncorked to allow air in nothing can live without air , the waste paper in the
bin comes to life. For instance, the phrase "No Branestawm invention was going to stand for that" occurs
several times in the series. The original book contained a section called seventy-six illustrations by W. Heath
Robinson, each with evocative titles such as A telescope of his own invention or With nothing on at all but a
big smile referring to a picture of an extra specially young professor. The first edition was illustrated by James
Arnold , with George Adamson illustrating the reissue. Je lis avec plaisir no. Wolf Harranth, illustrated by W.
Heath Robinson , Vienna and Munich: Mariarosa Zannini, illustrated by W. Heath Robinson , colour
illustrations by Leo Mattioli, Florence: Vallecchi, Lo strano trionfo del professor Capoturbine, transl. Laura
Draghi, illustrated by George Adamson. Hallqvist, illustrated by W. Episodes were directed by Pamela
Lonsdale nos. In , a sequel, also an hour-long, entitled Professor Branestawm Returns aired on Christmas Eve
at 5.
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Professor Branestawm is in top inventive form once more and it's hardly his fault if his helpful doglike handbag takes to
shoplifting, or his self-elevating flowerbeds biff people on the nose when they bend to sniff the flowers.

3: professor branestawm | eBay
Professor Branestawm is a series of thirteen books written by the English author Norman www.enganchecubano.comn
over a year period, between and , the children's books feature as protagonist the eponymous inventor, Professor
Theophilus Branestawm, who is depicted throughout the books as the archetypal absent-minded professor.

4: Professor Branestawm Round the Bend by Norman Hunter
Professor Branestawm Round the Bend (Puffin Books) by Norman Hunter () by Norman Hunter. Paperback. $ $ Only 3
left in stock - order soon.
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Professor Branestawm (his last name, I learned, is a homophone of the word "brainstorm") is a classic absent-minded
professor. The professor spends his days creating amazing inventions like a Spring-Cleaning Machine and an Elixir of
Vitality and a Clock-That-Doesn't-Need-Winding, always accompanied by his patient housekeeper Mrs. Flittersnoop.

6: www.enganchecubano.com:Customer reviews: Professor Branestawm Round the Bend
Professor Branestawm round the bend by Norman Hunter (Book) 2 editions published between and in English and held
by 3 WorldCat member libraries worldwide.

7: Professor Branestawm | Awards | LibraryThing
Description. The Professor Branestawm series is a series of 13 books, written by Norman Hunter.. The Professor was a
great (if absent-minded) inventor, always ready to turn his genius to the practical affairs of housekeeping, whether in the
matter of a burglar trap of some comprehensive device to get spring-cleaning over quickly.

8: Norman Hunter (author) - Wikipedia
It was at this time he started to write the Professor Branestawm series, originally intended for radio. The books were
published in hardback, with the first illustrated by W. Heath Robinson. Other illustrators were to follow, including James
Arnold, George Worsley Adamson, Gerald Rose, David Hughes, Jill McDonald and Derek Cousins.

9: - Professor Branestawm Round the Bend (Puffin Books) by Norman Hunter
Professor Branestawm is a series of thirteen books by Norman Hunter, published between and They revolve around the
misadventures of the titular Professor and his many odd inventions. They revolve around the misadventures of the titular
Professor and his many odd inventions.
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